
7/8/13 (2) 2:37 Cramps in my feet

Waking up at night with Charlie Horse's in my calves.
Total Biology?

a dozen.
Did you read, "When Magnesium Makes You Worse"?
Didn't want you to cut back on your magnesium.
Either you to take too much at the beginning which you didn't.
Keep up on Magnesium and take other minerals.

Get a Magnesium RBC Test and see if you have it covered.
Cramps are signs of magnesium deficiency.

constipated, take magnesium oxide product.

It's a daily thing about your body relating to magnesium as a food.
If you start waking up the body and don't give enough magnesium
to follow through, the body cries out for more.
Total Biology was about movement.

muscles.
12:45

Nice natural fun kind of perspiration going on.
Even though I have conditioning about sweat being unladylike.
Night cramping and achy body is gone.

14:49 Minerals are purveyors of all electrical functions of the body
See EEG and EKG that doctors know about electricity in the body.

19:27 Mother taking drops.
Quite overweight due to thyroid problem.
When it's hot, her feet swell.

Wear supportive stockings and exercise.

21:08
Dropper seems inexact
Get a measuring spoon. See how many dropper a tsp or 1/2 tsp
takes to fill the spoon.
Then, you'll know how much your particular dropper picks up.

22:26 Can you take too many minerals if they are not in a whole food
form?
Dirt calcium can be a problem.
Magnesium doesn't have that problem. If the body finds it too 
much, it will be released with the magnesium effect.

Maintenance dose of ReMag. Upped dose. More pain.
Cut back to maintenance dose and added ReLyte.

Magnesium deficiency symptoms before ReMag. Yes, had about

With potassium and calcium in ReLyte, you should be good.

Magnesium in epsom salt baths; magnesium oil. If you are

Use these with ReMag.

Use ReMag topically. Take a couple of drops and put it on your

More natural perspiration with ReLyte.

List of ingredients in ReLyte and explanation.

We were just talking about ReLyte which will help in many ways.

Movement moves the lymp; it depends on movement.
ReAline helps detoxify the toxins of fat loss.
Dosage for ReMag

Pico size minerals are low dosage. That's why I chose them.



Plants don't pick up minerals from soil but the soil is deficient.
In quantity we may not be getting enough.
Folk with 140 oz of green drink a day with magnesium deficiency
symptoms.
So, with 140 oz of organic green juice not working, how can 
people who only eat 2 cups get enough magnesium?

26:34 What would your recommendations be for healthy people to
improve more?
Exploring other worlds is the more we aspire to.
Money, sex, and power isn't the more we aspire to.
What do you do when you travel to other worlds?
Physically feel good but don't feel that good.
Just on RNA Drops. I'm not sick but I want more.

Detoxifies the body, cleans the body up, and prepares for RNA
Drops.

fine for the Mother.

You are grieving. You have guilt. You don't have to suffer.
This is the labyrinth of the mind. Your father wants you in joy.
3 drops twice a day.

Test your magnesium. NY doesn't allow non-doctor prescribed
testing.
Laxative effect of magnesium.
Doctor's MO is to find a problem and will keep looking for one.

43:29 Very ill. After drops 100% well, even with no diagnosis.
Be patient with process of the Drops.
Be comfortable where you are at.
Relax and get through that because something is working.

44:45 Alzheimer's - people on one street with this
Has this become a bad epidemic or is this a popular diagnosis.
Isolated pod of people could be contamination of heavy metals
in the water supply.
People use this as a way to drop out of the labyrinth of your mind.
They lose symptoms of other diseases because mind is out of
the way.
Deficiency of nutrients.
With products, we have testimonials of people who were able
to maintain and improve with Alzheimer's.
So many of the elderly on medications that are stripping away
their nutrients.

50:50 Edema and red  marks on ankles

Start a person on ReAline.

One or two drops of RNA Drops along with the ReAline will be

You've heard us talking about ReMag and ReLyte.

ReAline - one a day
ReMag - maintenance dose twice a day
ReLyte - 2 or 3 dropper squirts twice a day
Start mother on ReAline. Then, go slower with her.

EDTA -  usually an intravenous chelation -  email me about it



Don't agree with this; it pulls out too many minerals, as an
over the counter treatment

52:33 Issues with rigid nails, dry hands, or hang nails
53:29
54:00

Open up the capsule and sprinkle it on their food.

iON is not a bunch of entities; he's the structure of the Guf
How can I give my folks ReAline when they can't swallow a pill
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